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ABSTRACT Text Steganography has become a dominant research field in information sharing domain

and many researches are being conducted to strengthen this area. Researches around the amount of secret

message that could be stored in a given cover image is always critical for any steganography technique used

to share the secret text. This research paper proposes an enhanced Least Significant Bit (eLSB) embedding

technique in steganography, through which the quality of cover image is improved, when compared to typical

LSB algorithm used in steganography. The proposed method employs in spatial domain and it does the secret

message encoding in two phases. The first phase generates the metadata and embeds the header information

in first few bytes of cover image and then the following phase takes care of processing secret message and

storing the secret message in cover image using an optimized way, which is possible through analyzing

secret text’s character sequences. Proposed work results into occupying lesser space for the given secret

text in cover image and hence leads to the better stego image quality than existing LSB algorithms. As the

algorithm works on optimizing secret message during embedding phase itself, this technique enables high

capacity embedding rate, additional security due to secret message preprocessing and enhanced cover image

quality. The results are compared with LSB algorithm and compared to Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR),

Mean Square Error (MSE) and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) values to prove the proposed algorithm

performs better on secret text embedding in cover image.

INDEX TERMS Image steganography, information hiding, secret text sharing, enhanced least significant

bit steganography.

I. INTRODUCTION

Steganography is one of the branches in information

hiding [1], which is used for concealed communication.

This technique embeds secret message into an any other

cover medium such as text, document, image, audio, and

video file formats [2]–[7]. Over the last few years, image

steganography has drawn extensive interest for its capabil-

ity of storing huge amount of data. Information security,

electronic copyright protection, and other security issues

compel people to pay much attention to information
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hiding technologies. As one of its branches, steganogra-

phy is to hide the very existence of a secret message in

the clandestine communication. As an effectively comple-

mentary technology to Cryptography, steganography has

drawn tremendous attention of researchers in the recent

years.

The science of hiding information in plain sight is called

steganography. This technique is also called as ‘‘covered

writing’’. Unlike cryptography, steganography’s purpose is to

obscure the presence of secret message altogether rather than

conceal its material [2], [8], [9]. Nowadays, steganography’s

most common use is to cover one computer file inside another

computer file.
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II. TYPES OF STEGANOGRAPHY

Steganography technique can be implemented using several

cover file formats. The secret information that are being

embedded in the cover image also need not be necessarily

a text secret message, it can also be a media like contents.

Primarily, the steganography types are always defined based

on the cover file being used in the embedding phase. The

cover file used can be any media format files like image file,

audio or video files. Rarely, steganography also takes advan-

tage on the computer protocols and embeds the secret text in

it. Steganography techniques can be classified as follows:

A. TEXT STEGANOGRAPHY

In text steganography technique, the cover file used would

be in text format and the secret message being embedded in

the cover file also would be predominantly of text type. Text

steganography embedding strategies are based on number of

lines, white spaces, capital letters, like used in radio commu-

nication’s Morse code.

B. AUDIO STEGANOGRAPHY

Embedding secret messages into digital sound file is known

as audio steganography. Steganography methods can embed

messages in variety of sound files including.au,.mp3,.wav

etc., Human Auditory System (HAS) are exploited in the pro-

cess of audio steganography. Like the image steganography,

this technique also embeds more data into a cover file.

C. VIDEO STEGANOGRAPHY

Video steganography hides the given secret message into a

cover object, whose file type is video. In this steganography,

video frames are used as carrier source and this cover frame

allows the sender to embed a secret message.

D. PROTOCOL STEGANOGRAPHY

Protocol steganography [11] is a new approach for data

hiding, which is becoming popular in recent days. In this

steganography, network layer protocol of TCP/IP suite are

used for data hiding and not restricted only to these proto-

cols. In network layer of OSI model, covert channels are used

for data hiding. Covert channels breaches security policies

of the network system. These channels are either used to

steal the information or communicate secret message over

a network using the network protocol. Example protocols

used in the protocol steganography are TCP, IPv4, NFS,

CIFS etc.,

E. IMAGE STEGANOGRAPHY

Image steganography is a technique in which hiding of a

secret message implemented by taking the cover object as

the image file. In this steganography, graphic images are

commonly used as cover source and this cover image allows

the user to embed a huge number of bits from the secret

message. The major benefit of image steganography is that

an attacker’s focus isn’t drawn by the cover image.

1) STEGANOGRAPHY PHASES

Any Steganography algorithm must come across following

stages to complete its secret message sharing process from a

sender to receiver.

Sender: Sender’s primary responsibility is to embed the

secret message in stego-medium and sending it across com-

munication channel.

Communication Channel: Physical or wireless medium,

which carries the encoded cover image with secret message

across the network or through any other storage medium.

Embedding technique should be mature enough to protect

secret message for all possible man in the middle attacks.

Receiver: It is the last phase in this steganography process,

where the cover medium is received and then decoded to see

what the secret text has been sent over the communication

channel

Most of the times, sender augments any strong encryption

method and store the encrypted secret message in Cover

medium. Below Fig. 1 [10] explains a steganographic process

in a typical algorithm.

FIGURE 1. Types of steganography.

2) LEAST SIGNIFICANT BIT (LSB) REPLACEMENT

ALGORITHM

The Least Significant Bit Replacement algorithm is a com-

monly used straightforward steganographic algorithm, which

is used to embed secret message inside a cover medium.

In this method, the secret message is stored in the least

significant bits of the original cover image and the bits are

flipped accordingly. In this process, the change only takes

place at the least significant bits [12] of the original image

and never on the most significant bits due the resultant noise

in the image.

Basic operations involved in any LSB replacement scheme

can be mathematically explained as below. Let C be the cover

medium being used to embed the secret text. Image C, whose

size is X × Y pixels and each pixel has the 24 bit value to

store 8 bits on red, green and blue color values as explained

in (1).

C={cij|0≤ i≤X , 0≤ i ≤ Y , cij ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , 255}} (1)

To embed the secret message (M) in the given cover

image (C), each ASCII character in M has to be converted to

its equivalent binary form. For example the character ‘A’ can

be represented as 65 in decimal and (1000 0001)b in binary.

M = {mi|0 ≤ i ≤ n, si ∈ {0, 1}} (2)

S ′ = {s′i|0 ≤ i ≤ n
′, si ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 2

k−1}} (3)
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FIGURE 2. Phases of a typical steganography algorithm.

Secret message (M) can be embedded in each pixel of

the cover image (S) by processing the k least significant

bits (LSB) in the cover image, C. value k is directly propor-

tional the noise observed after the embedding.

S ′i =
∑k−1

j=0
si×k+j×2

k−1−j (4)

Each pixel of the cover image is processed until the secret

message is completely embedded into the cover image (4).

The quality of the resulting stego image would be degraded if

the value of k is increased to improve the embedding capacity

of the cover image. This can show the existence of secret text

within the cover image. Once the secret messages embedded

into the cover image, then the message carrying image is

called as stego image.

Y. P. Astuti et al., proposed a steganography algorithm [25],

where the secret text is XOR-ed thrice to encrypt the secret

text with which no optimization on the amount of data stored

are considered. Similarly, O. Elharrouss et al., discussed [26]
the possibility of having k least significant to be taken in each

color channel for the secret text embedding and more the

k value take is inversely proportional to the image quality.

B. Vishnu has explored the option of compressing the

image [27] and storing them in the edge pixels to get the

better visual output after embedding the secret text. This is

due to the reason that edge value pixel can accommodate

more bits in their respective color channels. M. Y. Elmahi

and T. M.Wahbi discussed the option of spreading the secret

text bits across cover image [28] so that the randomness can

be preserved for additional security, which is related to the

work done by Jagan Raj and Prasath in [29]. All these LSB

techniques are occupying n number of bytes in the cover

image, whose secret text is also n bytes. Optimization over the

character sequences during embedding process were never

attempted in the previous works. The proposed technique can

also be followed by another round of compression algorithm

augmentation for next level of security, which stays beyond

the scope of this work as the objective here is to enhance the

embedding rate by identifying the most repeated character

sequences.

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

Proposed algorithm enhances the existing least significant bit

algorithm, which is discussed in Section-II.B2. Though there

TABLE 1. Character sequence substitution table.
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TABLE 1. (Continued.) Character sequence substitution table.

are few enhanced or redefined LSB algorithms are available,

this technique focuses on embedding part of the steganog-

raphy process and led to reduction of number of bits used

in the cover-image for storing secret message. All other

spatial domain techniques [25]–[29], use one to one byte

representation of secret message, which means each byte in

the secret message is embedded as a byte in cover image or

the change in position of the embedding based on the selected

color model. This proposed algorithm works on the spatial

domain of image steganography process primarily focuses

on optimizing the way that the secret message messages are

being embedded.

A. EMBEDDING ALGORITHM

As part of secret message embedding in given cover image,

first the algorithm reads the height (X) and width (Y) of

the cover image and collects meta data of a secret message

like number of words characters. The primary inputs to the

algorithm are cover image (C), secret message (M) and num-

ber of least significant bit (k) that must be used during the

embedding process.

The proposed algorithm maintains a common set of fre-

quently used character patterns (D). same is used as source

for optimization technique during the secret text embedding

process as defined in Algorithm-1. This embedding algorithm

splits the secret message (M) into a string vector (T).

Table-1 shows the mapping between the character

sequences ASCII values and its equivalent binary value.

Each element (T[w]) in T is iterated and compared to D. for

the matching vector element the secret text to be embedded

is substituted with their equivalent binary value as shown

in the Table-1. After the character sequence substitution in

secret message, the output binary data (S) to be embedded

will always be lesser than the original secret text (M) binary

data as we have substituted one binary value for two or

more-character sequences.

Algorithm 1 Proposed eLSB Algorithm for Embedding the

Secret Message in Cover Image

procedure eLSB_embed(C, M, k)

Read cover image, C

Read secret message, M

X ← Height of the cover image, C

Y ←Width of the cover image, C

W ← Number of words in the message, M

L← Number of characters in the message, M

D← Hash for the frequent words

T ← String vector of words from the secret
message, M
S← Secret message vector in binary form, T
Initialize, S← []

for w← 1 to W in steps of 1 do
if keyfound(T[w])
S[w]← binary(D{(T [w])})

else
S[w]← binary(T [w])

end if
end for
H ← binary(StegoHeader (S))

S← H + S
for i← 1 to Y in steps of 1 do
for j← 1 to X i n steps of 1 do
for x← 1 to 8 in steps of 1 do
rb = resetFromNthBit(k)b

C =
8
∑

l=
(

8-k
)

(c[i][j][x]&rb)

C =
8
∑

l=(8−k)
(c[i][j][x]|s[c++])

end for
end for
end for

return C, the secret text embedded stego image
end procedure

For example, when trying to embed the sample secret

message ‘‘I have the documents, let me know when can we

meet’’ Any of the typical LSB algorithm will need a 400 bits

in cover image to store this text as the number of character

bytes in the secret text is 50. Total bits needed in Cover image

for embedding is calculated by finding product of the number

of ASCII bytes and 8. In any of the LSB technique, we would

need 400 bits in the cover image to store this text.

Total needed bits (LSB) = 50 ∗ 8 => 400 bits

However, using the proposed eLSB algorithm would only

require 35 bytes, which is 280 bits. Refer Table-2 for the byte

calculations.

Below Figure-3 shows the sample screenshot from actual

implementation of proposed embedding algorithm, which

outputs several metrics of the algorithm for a sample secret

message and cover image file.
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FIGURE 3. Flowchart for embedding technique in enhanced least
significant bit algorithm.

Numerical illustration given below explains how each

color in a pixel is taken and then the value is embedded. For

nullifying the k number of LSB bits in a color byte, each byte

is logical AND-ed with (11111110), if the k value is 1. For

embedding a bit from secret text byte, the extracted secret bit

is again logical OR-ed with color byte’s k bits as mentioned

in Table-3.

Embedding algorithm also generates a header (H) on the

meta data of secret message and embers into first 64 bytes of

coverage. This meta data contains information like length of

the secret text, k value for the embedding in each LSB etc.,

TABLE 2. Sample total byte need calculation and comparison between
LSB and eLSB algorithm.

TABLE 3. Numerical illustration of embedding a secret byte in RGB
channels of a pixel.

Once the character substitution has completed, the embed-

ding process stores the optimized secret message’s binary

data into the least significant bits (LSB) of cover image based

on the k value, k defines the number of least significant bits

to be used in each byte of the colour values associated to a

pixel (5).

C =
∑8

l=(8−k)
(c[i][j][x]|s[c++]) (5)

B. EXTRACTION ALGORITHM

Extraction algorithm is similar to compression procedure, but

the steps are orderly reversed to obtain original secret mes-
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sage from stego-image. Before processing the secretmessage,

the 64-byte header embedded in the stego-image is read and

then meta data is processed. This yields various extraction

algorithm variables like height of the image (X), width the

image (Y) and the size of the image (l). Each pixel byte (C[w])

is iterated and k number of bits are extracted from the stego

image, C. Output of the above procedure gives the secret

message in binary byte array (S).
Later, the secret message binary byte array elements S[w]

are compared to the frequency dictionary keys, where the

keys are binary byte and the values are respective character

sequence as given in Table-1 and then translated to respected

characters sequence, if it is found else the binary byte will be

directly converted to respective ASCII value and stored in a

string array E .

Algorithm 2 Proposed eLSB Algorithm for Extracting the

Secret Message in Cover Image

procedure eLSB_extract(C)
Read Stego image, C

H ← extracted header from stego image, C

X ← Height of the cover image from header,H
Y ← Width of the cover image from header,H
k← number of LSB used from header data,H
l← Length of secret message in bytes from
header data,H
D← Hash for the frequent words
Initialize, h← 64

for i← 1 to Y in steps of 1 do
for j← 1 to X in steps of 1 do
for x← 1 to 8 in steps of 1 do
if bytes ≤ h
bytes← bytes+ 1

continue next iteration in i loop;
end if

T =
8
∑

l=
(

8-k
)

(c[i][j][x] ≫ k)

S[i] = S[i] + T
end for
end for
end for
for w←1 to l in steps of 1 do
if (key_exists(S[w]))
E[w]← D{(S[w])}

else
E[w]← binary(E [w])

end if
end for
return E, the secret message

end procedure

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

On implementing the above embedding and extraction algo-

rithm results the following tables. After the steganographic

FIGURE 4. Sample screenshot of optimized output from embedding
algorithm.

TABLE 4. Sample images used for the analysis.

TABLE 5. PSNR comparison between LSB and proposed algorithm.

embedding process, Image quality between original/cover

image and stego-image can be measured in several ways. Few

important quantitative ways of measuring the image quality

between two images are PSNR (Peak Signal Noise Ratio),

MSE (Mean Square Error) and RMSE (Root Mean Square

Error) [13]. Let’s say L is the number of maximum possible

intensity levels (minimum intensity level supposed to be 0) in

a given image
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FIGURE 5. Flowchart for extracting technique in enhanced least
significant bit algorithm.

Where, O represents the matrix data of original image. D

PSNR = 10 log10

(

(L − 1)2

MSE

)

= 20 log10

(

L − 1

RMSE

)

MSE =
1

mn

m−1
∑

i=0

n−1
∑

j=0

(O(i, j)− D(i, j))2

represents the matrix data of degraded image. m represents

the numbers of rows of pixels and i represents the index of

that row of the image. n represents the number of columns of

pixels and j represents the index of that column of the image.

RMSE is the root mean squared error.

On taking sample of five images (Table-4) and five secret

messages the below tables explain the PSNR (Table-5),

FIGURE 6. PSNR comparison between LSB and eLSB (proposed
algorithm).

FIGURE 7. MSE comparison between LSB and eLSB (proposed algorithm).

FIGURE 8. RMSE comparison between LSB and eLSB (proposed
algorithm).

MSE (Table-6), and RMSE (Table-7), of the above proposed

algorithm.

Each cover image taken for this experiment went through

both LSB and eLSB algorithms for encoding the secret text

and measured the image quality after for PSNR, MSE and

RMSE.

Comparisons were made between original cover image and

LSB stego-image (refer Colum-2 in Table-2) and cover image

and eLSB stego-image (refer Colum-3 in Table-3 and Fig.4).
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TABLE 6. MSE comparison between LSB and proposed algorithm.

TABLE 7. RMSE comparison between LSB and proposed algorithm.

Same exercise is repeated for MSE and RMSE. In PSNR and

RMSE having greater value than the LSB algorithm confirms

lesser noise in the image. Having lower MSE value tells the

image taken is with good quality.

V. CONCLUSION

Based on the experiment results from Section-IV, it is evi-

dent that the proposed eLSB (enhanced Least Significant

Bit) replacement algorithm is giving better PSNR, MSE and

RMSE values, which in turn conveys the quality of the cover

image is undergoing lesser changes compared to any of the

traditional LSB algorithm in steganography secret message

embedding process. Quantitative analysis between the LSB

algorithm and proposed eLSB algorithm are also confirming

that the proposed algorithm retains improved image quality

across various sizes of image and secret texts. Proposed

algorithm also enhances the secret message as they can’t be

interpreted for the character sequences, which went through

the optimization. Future work in the proposed algorithm

could be identifying more similar optimizations in the spatial

domain and contribute to the better quality of images after

embedding.
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